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human beings share life and its varied manifestations with other 

animals but stand unique from them with their intellect and power  

of expression. the speaking animals that human beings are known  

to be, are also marked by their gregariousness as they live together 

with fellow human beings forming social bonds. according to the 

islamic view of human evolution, man started leading a civilised  

life from the very beginning. islamic tradition tells us that the  

first human couple, Prophet adam and hawwa (eve), not only had 

intellect but both of them were highly revered creatures of god sent 

to this world. islamic tradition can also be interpreted to the effect 

that this first human couple was sent to this world as a result of a 

dialogue between them and satan.1 the holy Qur’an traces this 

dialogue to the very idea of divine human creation. the holy book 

has it that when allah informed the angels about his will to create 

man, the angels expressed apprehensions over this divine project 

asking if their lord intended to create someone who would disobey 

him and shed blood. then allah revealed to them his grand strategy.2 

the first ever interaction between man and his creator was also in 

the form of a dialogue where allah asked the human beings ‘am i  

not your creator’ with the reply ‘why not’.3 moreover, when god 

asked the angels to prostrate before adam, they obeyed the divine 

command except satan who refused to bow before adam after 

having a dialogue with god.4

islamic tradition of religious dialogue

the islamic tradition has a glorious history of religious dialogue.  

the Prophet of islam (pbuh) has set many examples of dialogue, 

both verbal and written. the Prophet (pbuh) entered into a dialogue 

both with the followers of revealed religions and idol worshippers.

the prophetic dialogue was also accompanied with the establishment of 

a tradition of co-operation on common human grounds with followers 



of other religions. to institutionalise this co-operation, the Prophet 

(pbuh) concluded written agreements with followers of different 

religions which can serve as models of co-operation and coexistence 

for the pluralist societies of today. We witness the first ever instance of 

the Prophet’s activism for cooperation with others in acts of goodness 

and to undo excesses and injustice, in mecca, when he was yet to be 

bestowed with prophethood. he (pbuh) became part of this agreement, 

called Hilful fudul, and accorded so much importance to it that even 

after he was granted prophethood, he time and again expressed his 

willingness to be part of any such agreement, if invited to do so. 

after migrating to madina, the Prophet (pbuh) in order to establish 

peace, stability and a civil society based on human rights, concluded 

a deal with the christians, Jews and mushriqin (idol worshippers) 

which is recorded in history as mithaq-e-madina (the Pact of 

madina). the most striking feature of the Pact that has a very 

meaningful relevance to our own socio-political situation in india  

as well as other pluralist and democratic societies is the fact that  

it accepted all the religious entities represented in the Pact as 

forming one single umma (people).

the Pact of madina accepts religious freedom as a core value and 

right, and guarantees the equal rights and obligations of all the 

participants in the Pact in matters of state. this also establishes  

the principle that the religious differences of a society or people do  

not put any obstacles in the affairs of the state and its defence 

against any external enemy.

the Pact of hudaibiyyah also forms a great landmark in the islamic 

tradition of dialogue. this Pact, which was concluded with the muslims 

seemingly in a position of weakness, paved the way on the one side 

for the suspension of hostilities against muslims and for opening 

interaction and negotiations with different religious groups on the 

other. these negotiations facilitated the process of mutual under-

standing and coexistence becoming a reality as well as creating 

conditions for an unobstructed propagation of the islamic message. 

the fourth most important initiative taken by the Prophet (pbuh) 

having utmost relevance in the context of the present religious 

dialogue, is his farewell address, which was addressed not only to 

the muslims but to all humankind, containing the universal human 
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message of islam in the most lucid language. the farewell address, 

the khutba hujjat al-wida’, not only constitutes the first charter of 

human rights but also provides a firm ground for peaceful coexist-

ence and the promotion of human values. 

all four models of the Prophet’s (pbuh) acts of peace-making through 

dialogue – Hilf ul-fudul, the Pact of madina, the Pact of hudaibiyyah, 

and the farewell address – contain a message and guidance that can 

help us in the process of initiating a multi-layered dialogue in present 

day pluralist societies, a dialogue that will have a set destination, 

clear principles and strategies, gentle and persuasive language, thus 

leading to the establishment of a universal human fraternity where 

mankind will be free from all discrimination based on creed, colour 

and race and the last divine message will reach all human beings in 

its natural form. 

religious dialogue during the time of the rightly-Guided caliphs

the age of the rightly-guided caliphs also is very important in the 

context of religious dialogue. muslims in this period of time achieved 

many victories and huge tracts of land came under their suzerainty, 

which also enlarged their area of interaction with other religions. 

the muslim urge for dialogue also found expression in wars. the 

islamic principles of war made it mandatory for the muslims first  

to offer the message of islam to the adversary. it implied the 

importance that muslims accorded to dialogue even during a war. 

this muslim insistence on dialogue and negotiation underscored 

their primary attitude of avoiding confrontation to the utmost 

possible extent and instead trying to resolve tensions through 

peaceful means. it is during this time that the muslims came into 

contact with the Zoroastrian and coptic traditions, who were also 

engaged in a meaningful dialogue. 

during the umayyad and abbasid caliphates, muslims became a 

super power in the world but still they continued with the tradition  

of religious dialogue and promoted it to the extent that it developed 

into a mass culture of mutual coming together: socially, culturally 

and intellectually. it was this surge in inter-religious dialogue that 

even amongst muslims saw the emergence of different sects, based 

on differences of opinion on, and mutually contradicting interpreta-

tion of, islamic teachings. the muslim practice of according religious 
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freedom to non-muslims was so strong that during the first century 

after the hijra (the Prophet’s migration), the non-muslims of syria, 

egypt, Palestine, Persia and turkistan, which came under islamic 

rule, were allowed to maintain their traditional faiths. it took three  

to four centuries for these areas to turn into muslim-majority areas. 

this change was the result of the tradition of religious dialogue,  

not the use of force or coercion. 

in spain and the balkans

a new tradition of religious interaction took shape after the advent  

of islam in spain. as the majority of the people were of other faiths, 

muslim rulers in spain not only ensured their religious freedom  

but also made them equal participants in the governance and 

administration. non-muslims were never subjected to any religious 

discrimination or repression and had all the avenues of progress 

open to them. these policies turned spain into probably the first 

pluralist society of its kind in the entire human history, where the 

process of religious interaction and dialogue extended from homes 

and market places to the royal court. it was however, reversed 

when the christians regained power and eliminated all that was 

islamic in spain. 

another experiment in pluralism was undertaken in the balkans 

during the ottoman caliphate. here also muslims lived for a very 

long time, particularly from the 15th to the 19th centuries, together 

with catholic christians and Jews with all peace. no major incident 

of religious conflict has been reported during this entire period, 

while instances of mutual tolerance and coexistence abound. 

religious dialogue in india

muslims came to india with their faith in broad human unity and 

brotherhood. muslim rulers generally treated their non-muslim subjects 

with tolerance and respected their human rights, inspired by the 

principles of islamic fiqh (jurisprudence). muslims knew about india 

even during the life-time of the Prophet (pbuh), as arab traders 

frequented the coastal areas of south india. the same traders later 

became the propagators of islam. but in northern india, the advent 

of islam was heralded by the military campaign led by mohammed 

bin Qasim in 711 ce in sindh, which created the conditions for the 
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muslims to come to india, where their numbers grew day by day.  

at that time brahmanism was trying to regain power from the 

buddhists who were in power until then. soon buddhism was ousted 

from the land of its birth and forced to take refuge in the fast east. 

there were some pockets of Jainism, particularly around gujarat.  

as such the muslims came into contact mainly with brahmanic 

hinduism, which mohammed bin Qasim treated in the light of the 

Pact that the Prophet (pbuh) had made with the christians of najran. 

the classical muslim historian, al-baladhuri, records in connection 

with Qasim’s campaign in sindh:

mohd. Bin Qasim reached the city of Raorhi situated on a hill top.  

He laid a siege and won the city without a battle with the assurance 

that neither there will be bloodshed nor Hindu places of worship will 

be touched. He considered Hindu places of worship as equal to the 

places of worship of Christians, Jews and Zoroastrians. Then he 

clamped tax on them.5

mohammed bin Qasim established a system of governance in sindh 

based on the islamic principles governing non-muslims, which were 

characterised by religious tolerance and ensuring the human rights  

of the non-muslims. hamid-al-kufi writes in chach nama:

The victor of Sindh gave very high regard to religious tolerance.  

He got a fatwa from Damascus to the effect that Hindu temples 

enjoy the same status as the Christian or Jewish places of worship 

found in other provinces of the Caliphate. Brahmans were accorded 

all the rights that they enjoyed earlier. They were also appointed as 

revenue  collection officers.6

mohammed bin Qasim did not interfere in the religious affairs  

of hindus. traditional local courts (panchayats) were allowed 

to continue to decide civil cases as usual.8 there is also written 

evidence that the arab victors never forced the people of sindh  

to convert to islam. instead they were provided with all the 

privileges enjoyed by the dhimmis living in other muslim lands.9

moreover, the neighbourhoods that muslims established were open, 

allowing no segregation on the basis of caste and untouchability, 

which was in stark contrast to what one found in hindu neighbour-

hoods. this openness and equality had such a compelling attraction 
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that the local people could not resist it. initial xenophobia gradually 

gave way to sympathy and misgivings started crumbling. soon 

religious discussions started among muslims, hindus and buddhists, 

which had already begun in the court of the abbasid caliphs.10

these discussions found a more systematic intellectual articulation  

in al-biruni’s (d.1050 ce) Book of India, which was the first serious 

attempt by an arab to know and understand from close quarters  

the faith systems, religious traditions, philosophical postulates  

and socio-cultural expressions of india. al-biruni’s researches and 

writings on india made sterling contributions in laying the founda-

tions of the hindu-muslim dialogue that was to begin after the 

consolidation of muslim rule in india. 

muslim rulers in india from the very beginning generally adopted an 

attitude of religious tolerance and coexistence towards their hindu 

subjects. at the same time, the ulama (religious scholars) and 

fuqaha (experts of islamic law) too favoured that the hindus should 

be accorded all the rights and freedoms that they were entitled to 

under the islamic system. Fatawa-i Jahandari, an important work 

of islamic jurisprudence, tells us about the status hindus enjoyed 

during muslim rule: 

They have war drums, banners, things made of precious metals, 

golden robes and all the trappings of royalty. They have lands, 

employments and power in plenty and (muslim Kings) allow it that 

Kafirs (non-believers), mushriks (those who worship many gods) and 

idol-worshippers build their houses like palaces, don golden robes, 

use Arabian horses laden with golden and silver trappings and live  

in grandeur, enjoy all the comforts of life, have muslims as servants 

and make them run ahead of their horses, with poor muslims beg-

ging at their doors and calling them rai, rana, thakur, shah, mehta 

and pandit.11

all the fatawa (islamic legal decrees) of the period have clear 

statements about the religious grounds of muslim-hindu relations 

and status of the places of worship of non-muslim dhimmis (protected 

subjects), guaranteeing their protection. fatawa-i Qara khani clearly 

replies in the negative to the query: should the places of worship of 

non-muslims and dhimmis not be allowed to be built and protected 

under islamic rule? likewise to the related question: have muslims a 
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right or not to pull down the places of worship of non-muslims found 

in the lands which have come under muslim rule?12

the contribution of sufis

sufis promoted religious tolerance and interfaith understanding with 

utmost zeal, as they valued these things as articles of faith. With 

their love of the entire humankind, irrespective of creed, colour and 

race, the sufis spread the islamic message of human unity and 

universal brotherhood in a way that touched people’s hearts.

khwaja moinuddin chishti laid the foundations of the chishti order  

of sufism in india. he evolved such a vocabulary and idiom of 

spreading the islamic message that transformed an individual’s life.  

he understood the hindu mind as no-one else did and opened a 

dialogue with them accordingly. 

khwaja nizamuddin chishti of delhi further extended the chishti 

order and became a great centre of human love and kindness. his 

khanqah attracted people of all religions who were treated with 

equality and without any discrimination. amir khusro, the closest 

disciple of khwaja nizamuddin and a great Persian poet, was a great 

lover of india and had a profound knowledge and understanding of 

the hindu religion and culture. in his Persian masnavi (long poem) 

Nuh Sipahr, he writes about hindus with great philosophical insight: 

They believe in the unity of existence, absoluteness of the Reality 

and the life after death.

 

They believe God to be the Creator and Provider of all the intelligent 

and non-conscious and living beings. They believe God to be the 

creator of the good and evil and believe in His authority and His 

knowledge of things from the Beginning to the End.

 

Indians are much better than those who do not know God from His 

divine attributes. Dualists have split the oneness of Godhead into two 

but no Indian denies the oneness of God and His power of Creation. 

 

Christians crafted the ideas of Jesus as son of God and that of the 

Holy Spirit.
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Star-worshippers believe in seven gods but Hindus who know the 

essence of unity deny it.

 

Elementalists have faith in four gods but Hindus say that God is one. 

Anthropomorphists believe in the manifestation of God but Indians 

are untainted by it.

Another group believes in the Light and Darkness as gods but Hindus 

do not subscribe to this faith.

Indians believe God to be True and without any parallel.

Although they worship stones, horses, sun, grass and plants but they 

do it only out of love and to fulfil a  necessity.

They say that the Creator is God and these gods and goddesses are 

just His manifestations and images. 

They worship gods and goddesses only for showing their loyalty to 

them.

We can see this ceaseless search for a firm ground of human 

oneness and such a common denominator among followers of 

different religions, which may serve as a basis for social, economic 

and cultural cooperation among them, running through the entire 

islamic history as a current of light. this is the same search for 

religious understanding that we know as modern dialogue. if one 

looks at human history with objectivity and uncoloured eyes, one 

would come to the fact that it was muslims who were the initiators  

of this dialogue and interface among various faiths and civilisations.  

it was because the global society that came into existence under 

the abbasids dominated a substantial part of the world was 

unprecedented in human history. muslims knew the importance  

of this globalism and tried to consolidate it by providing academic, 

philosophical and practical grounds for religious and civil under-

standing.

shah Waliullah of delhi (1703-1762), who was the most outstanding 

religious scholar of the indian sub-continent in the 18th century, has 

discussed the idea of religious dialogue in his book Al-Fauz al-Kabir. 
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he tells us that Ilm al-mujadila (the science of disputation) is one 

of the five categories of knowledge covered in the Qur’an which 

presents the truth of islamic faith through arguments.13 this Ilm 

al-mujadila has a close parallel in our modern religious dialogue. 

the Qur’an has continuously adopted the style of dialogue wherever 

there is an invitation to ponder on the truthfulness of the faith.  

the Qur’an enjoins upon the believers to employ the same style  

of dialogue while interacting with non-muslims. the holy book 

commands the believers to: “call men to the path of your lord 

with wisdom and mild exhortation. reason with them in the most 

courteous manner.”14 this Qur’anic verse lays down the essential 

features of the Qur’anic way of invitation and dialogue where a  

mild and gentle language is used, which is based on reason and 

argument and where there is no effort to injure or damage the 

invitee’s ego. 

the mughal emperor akbar (r. 1564-1605 ce) was another great 

seeker of interfaith togetherness with whom the tradition of religious 

dialogue touched a new high in medieval india. he not only promoted 

the idea of religious understanding but also institutionalised it by 

organising discussions among representatives of various faiths to 

arrive at a common ground of unity. the most important feature of 

akbar’s efforts was that he turned the process of religious dialogue 

into a public campaign. 

the mughal Prince dara shikoh took his grandfather’s legacy to  

the utmost heights by making the idea of religious harmony into a 

personal experience which he expressed in his many original works 

and translations of hindu scriptures. 

in the 19th century, sir syed ahmad khan, the founder of the 

famous m.a.o. college at aligarh and a father figure of muslim 

renaissance, made outstanding contributions to interfaith under-

standing. he wrote an introduction to the bible, translated parts  

of it (gen. 1-12 and matt. 1-5) into urdu, commented upon these 

texts and thus became a pioneer of muslim-christian dialogue in 

india. 

today muslims are sharing life with the followers of different religions 

in many countries. almost all pluralist societies today have muslims 

as an inalienable part. figures show that the muslim population in 
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the world is about 1.5 billion which means that every fifth human 

being in the world is a muslim. it also makes them the second 

largest religious group in the world. there are many muslim states 

where non-muslims live together with the muslims. this situation 

calls upon the muslims to become exemplars of the islamic teachings 

about religious tolerance and coexistence.

the contemporary scenario of religious dialogue

We know that religious dialogue as a movement had its beginning  

in the 20th century but this movement caught public attention only 

during the sixth and seventh decades. in 1965, the roman catholic 

church, through the documents of the second vatican council 

(1962-1965), introduced a change in its policy towards non-christian 

faith traditions.

it is very heart-warming and promises that in a world where conflicts 

of various kinds are the order of the day, the religious quarters are 

advocating dialogue and coexistence amongst religions. the muslim 

world has furthered the cause of religious dialogue by the active 

involvement of its political leadership in this process. in the last 

decade of the 20th century, when the theory of the clash of civilisa-

tions was widely published, iranian President mohammed khatami 

took the lead in emphasising the importance of religious dialogue. 

the movement of dialogue among religions got another boost when 

in 2007 about 138 islamic scholars and intellectuals, under the 

leadership of Prince ghazi bin muhammad of Jordan, issued an open 

letter and invitation for reconciliation to the christian church through 

the common Word initiative (see: www.acommonword.com). 

common Word: a new beginning

Pope benedict, the head of the catholic church, during a lecture  

on 12 september 2006 at the university of regensburg, germany, 

quoted a byzantine king’s comment that islam was a religion of 

violence. this comment provoked the entire muslim world, which 

responded in large scale demonstrations the world over. but at the 

same time these words prompted the intellectual and academic 

circles in the islamic world to think about taking a new initiative  

to remove misgivings about islam and muslims that afflict the 

christian world. a lead in this direction was undoubtedly taken  
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by the aal al-bayt trust under the guidance of Prince ghazi bin 

muhammad. on 13 october 2007, the common Word invitation 

for a muslim-christian dialogue was issued. 

after the common Word

the christian world, particularly the religious circles, unfortunately 

could not accept this common word initiative from muslims with the 

warmness that was expected. the christian response was mixed as 

certain hardcore fanatical christian circles termed this sincere effort 

as a bundle of lies, while liberal christian scholars like christian W. 

troll and John l. esposito wholeheartedly welcomed it.

the common Word initiative found the warmest response at yale 

university in the u.s.a. where the divinity school organised a 

conference to discuss the proposals of accord and reconciliation 

raised in the common Word initiative. the conference also saw a 

document issued by a group of christian religious scholars which 

called for strengthening the two proposals of the common Word 

initiative – love of god and love of neighbour. the importance of  

this document lies in the fact that it was signed by about 300 

eminent people belonging to different christian traditions and it  

was published as a full page advertisement in the New York Times. 

as a follow up, cambridge university (october 2008) and the 

university of georgetown (march 2009) also organised conferences 

where positive views were presented with reference to the common 

Word initiative. 

this initiative received a shot in the arm when saudi arabia, under 

the leadership of shah abdullah, came forward to involve itself in this 

campaign of promoting religious dialogue and promised to turn it 

into a movement. 

saudi involvement and patronage of the common Word initiative  

is indeed one of its biggest achievements. shah abdullah kept his 

promise and invited eminent scholars and intellectuals belonging to 

various groups within islam to a conference held under the aegis of 

the Rabita ‘Alam-e-Islami at mecca, the city of peace, in June 2008, 

to deliberate upon the possibilities of a thorough dialogue between 

islam and other faiths. an important feature of the mecca conference 

was that it also had representatives of the countries where muslims 
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have practical experience of living with other religions as minorities. 

the role of muslims in pluralist societies, with particular reference  

to india and indonesia, was an important part of the agenda. shah 

abdullah organised another grand World conference on dialogue  

in madrid, spain in July 2008 to discuss various issues related to 

religious dialogue. shah abdullah said among other things in his 

inaugural address that:

Let our dialogue be a triumph of belief over disbelief, of virtue over 

vice, of justice over iniquity, of peace over conflicts and wars, and  

of human brotherhood over racism.

the madrid conference had representatives of christianity, Judaism, 

hinduism, buddhism, and taoism, apart from islam. thus the 

involvement of saudi arabia in the process of religious dialogue 

has warmed up the expectation that the muslim world will respond  

to it enthusiastically and the muslim religious leadership will come 

forward to pursue this dialogue much more vigorously. 

muslim-christian dialogue: Problems and obstacles

muslim-christian dialogue does not face such problems in india as  

it faces in the muslim- and christian-majority countries, primarily 

because both the muslims and christians are minorities and victims  

of hindu religious chauvinism in india. but still there are certain 

problems and obstacles that need to be discussed and removed.  

one of the biggest obstacles in the religious dialogue between 

muslims and christians lies in the perceptions about the lord Jesus 

christ and the Prophet of islam (pbuh). muslims consider Jesus 

christ a Prophet and revere him accordingly but most of the 

christians still suffer from certain historical misgivings about the 

prophethood of Prophet muhammad (pbuh). 

another problem consists in both islam and christianity being 

proselytising religions. both want to enlarge their presence through 

religious propagation which creates tensions and impedes the 

process of dialogue. 

Perceptions about the relationship between religion on the one hand 

and politics and political power on the other, is the third important 

point of conflict. christianity has accepted the separation of church 
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and state as a fact, while muslims are not ready to accept this 

dualism and consider the rightly-guided caliphate as their model, 

although religion and politics have been independent of each other 

for the largest part of islamic history. 

the christian world has achieved many freedoms, including that  

of expression, after a long and painful struggle against religious 

repression because of which they are not ready to give them up at 

any cost, whilst the muslim world, because of an entirely different 

historical experience, finds itself against giving unlimited freedoms  

to the people. this also constitutes a great obstacle in the dialogue. 

conservative circles in both the religions are also creating problems 

in muslim-christian dialogue as they highlight contentious issues 

instead of concentrating on the points of accord and unity. 

towards a future of hope

efforts so far made towards strengthening and intensifying the process 

of religious dialogue show that in spite of many forces working against 

it, the future of muslim-christian dialogue seems to be quite bright, as 

there are many more points of agreement than otherwise between 

the two great religious traditions. the common Word initiative and 

the mecca and madrid conferences point towards the fact that the 

process of dialogue has now got a firm ground upon which to grow. 

the way the religious and political leaderships in the muslim world 

have joined hands to further the cause of dialogue is a potent 

indication that in countering the forces of clash and conflict among 

religions and civilisations, the religious leadership of different faiths 

would come forward with much more vigour and unity to intensify the 

process of dialogue at every level and force the political leadership  

to serve the cause of religious tolerance, coexistence and universal 

human brotherhood.

in india, though the tradition of religious interaction and dialogue  

is quite old and established, the process of religious dialogue, more 

particularly the hindu-muslim dialogue, is yet to find a coherent 

expression and a firm ground upon which to stand. the hindu 

majority has not yet responded to the necessity of dialogue in the 

way and on the scale it demands. small groups of different religious 

traditions are indeed engaged in this process at different levels but 
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these efforts are limited to conferences and seminars alone with 

practically no impact on the routine affairs of society. the process  

of dialogue has still not found a systematic academic articulation 

mainly because there is almost no institutional support for it. 

academics who are engaged in this process largely remain confined  

to their private efforts and generally do not join the activists of 

dialogue. but there is still a great hope in india for religious dialogue 

to grow, as this country has been a pluralist society for centuries and 

the indian people share a living experience of religious tolerance and 

coexistence.
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